Fourth round of mutual evaluations of the FATF (financial action task force on money laundering, the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering, FATF) was held already in 38 countries around the world. In 2018 Russia will be cheсked.
Introduction
The international training and methodology Centre for financial monitoring (ITMCFM) is actively working on the translation of international standards on the subject of combating the legalization (laundering) of proceeds received by crime and the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT).
One of the documents prepared by the financial action force on money laundering (Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering -FATF, FATF further), is "application guide the risk-oriented approach: effective oversight and enforcement bodies overseeing the financial sector AML/CFT, and law enforcement bodies" (Guidance for a riskbased approach: effective supervision and enforcement by AML/CFT supervisors of the financial sector and law enforcement, hereinafter referred to as the "FATF Guidance:
effective supervision and enforcement) [1, 2] . FATF presented in this guide:
1. Explaination of characteristics of an effective system of supervision and enforcement.
2. Examples of measures and tools that can use the relevant oversight bodies to fulfill the requirements of FATF recommendations concerning the approach to oversight activities.
Analytical part
The FATF does not prescribe to countries to use specific supervisory model. However, the FATF encourages members to identify effectively and mitigate risks of money laundering and terrorist financing through compliance with the essential requirements set out in the FATF recommendations "international standards on combating money laundering, financing of terrorism and the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction" (hereinafter, the FATF recommendations) [3] . Below are some recommendations of FATF, having the greatest impact on oversight activities:
1. Recommendation 1. Risk assessment and application of risk-oriented approach.
2. Recommendation 2. cooperation and collaboration at the national level. In an effective supervisory regime the country lies a number of factors which determined the direct result of no. 
How well supervisors contribute to the understanding of financial institutions with their obligations in the field of AML/CFT and risks in the field of money laundering and the financing of terrorism?
It should be noted the importance of the FATF evaluation methodology. The forthcoming assessment of the National AML/CFT system will be carried out in accordance with this document. Familiarize yourself with the FATF Evaluation Methodology can be on the official site of the Eurasian Group on combating money laundering and financing of terrorism (EAG) [4] .
These results are provided by the oversight and enforcement actions (measures) that can be grouped into several groups:
1. Preventive. OSS has developed special guidelines on the verification of personal data, as well as analysis and evaluation of changes in the leadership of the institutions.
Example 2. Canada
The notified body in the field of AML/CFT is financial transactions and Analysis Centre providers, whose registration is terminated, in order to make sure: reporting activity is no longer maintained.
Example 3. Mexico
For currency exchanges and remittance service providers the obligation of obtaining technical report on prevention of ML/FT. The report is valid for 3 years. It does not guarantee automatic registration/re-registration of these institutions.
There is a ppractice to visits newly organized enterprises for checking permission to engage in activity. Ddocumentation is eexamined which identifies the participants and procedures on AML/CFT issues, risk matrix OD sent messages to an authorized body, the automated system for the identification and documentation of suspicious operations and other elements of the AML/CFT system.
2. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the supervisory authority organizations to identify and combat ML/TF. It can be run through various activities: cameral and field audits (and selective), questionnaires, special meetings and interview.
Example 4. France
Prudential management and resolution (ACPR) annually receives from each financial institution, which is the subject of AML/CFT responses to the questionnaire, which includes such topics on the Organization and implementation of AML/CFT. The answers also attached the annual report containing additional information to given answers.
3. Interaction between supervisory, law enforcement authorities.
Example 5. Netherlands
One of the mechanisms for cooperation is the regular tripartite summit financial super- ✓ Referral to law enforcement authorities.
Conclusion
The ✓ and/or with the original on the FATF website [6] .
